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HEALTH

Bipolar risk
barrier to
childbearing
MORE than a third of people with
a strong family history of bipolar
disorder are reluctant to have
children even though effective
treatments are available, an
Australian study has found.

University of NSW researcher
BettinaMeiser said the findings
suggested negative attitudes to
child bearing were significantly
higher in bipolar-affected families
than others with genetic diseases
such as hereditary cancer.

‘‘We know that in families with
hereditary cancer, the attitudes to
child bearing are not affected in
any significant way,’’ Associate
ProfessorMeiser said.

‘‘That’s despite the lifetime risk
of developing cancer being as high
as 80 per cent in some families
compared to 10 per cent for bipolar
disorder in affected families.’’

ProfessorMeiser said the
results suggested the perceived
social stigma associated with
mental disorders, including
bipolar, was responsible for the
reluctance to bear children.

‘‘I think society as a whole
needs to be better educated about
bipolar disorder andmental
illness in general,’’ she said.

The researchers surveyed 200
people— 105 with bipolar
disorder and 95 unaffected family
members. Reluctance to have
children was highest among those
diagnosed with the condition,
with one in two indicating a
negative attitude towards
becoming a parent.

ProfessorMeiser said those
without bipolar disorder believed
theymight be seen as unsuitable
marriage partners and parents
because of their genetic
susceptibility.

The research findings were
published in the journal
Psychological Medicine.

Janelle Miles

Danger lurks at home
Harrison
survives to
warn others
Janelle Miles
HEALTH REPORTER

RECOVERY . . . Harrison Clarke, 4, who will bear his scars for the rest of his life, with his mother Lisa. Picture: Bruce Long

BRISBANE preschooler Har-
rison Clarke’s injuries would
not have been worse had he
swallowed acid or inhaled fire.

Three years after he removed
a child-resistant cap from a
bottle of dishwashing powder
and swallowed about a teaspoon
full, Harrison is still being fed
through a tube in his stomach.
The powder caused deep,

penetrating burns to the inside
of his mouth, tongue, tonsils
and lips, permanently scarred
his esophagus and almost cost
him his life.
When he arrived by ambu-

lance at the Mater Children’s
Hospital emergency depart-
ment, he was vomiting blood
and struggling for breath as the
burns swelled his airways.

Doctors likened his internal
injuries to those of patients
caught in blazing buildings who
inhale fire as they try to breathe.
‘‘I have never been more

frightened in my life,’’ Har-
rison’s mother, Lisa Clark, re-
called. ‘‘I went into theatre on a
gurney with him in my arms. I
wouldn’t let him go.
‘‘The anesthetist was yelling

‘get him now’. The doctors
literally had to wrench him out
of my arms and take him.
‘‘A doctor later told my

husband, Darryl: ‘We were so
close to losing him. It was a
matter of seconds’.’’

Mater emergency pedia-
trician Ruth Barker, who
treated Harrison, said the
dishwashing powder had liter-
ally cooked his tissue.
‘‘It . . . coagulates the blood.

It’s actually far worse than acid
burns,’’ Dr Barker said.
‘‘That experience is not one

that will leave me very quickly.
It was very scary.’’
Harrison’s story will be told

to the Australasian College for
Emergency Medicine’s annual
scientific meeting on the Gold
Coast tomorrow to raise

awareness that ‘‘child resist-
ant’’ packaging does not
necessarily mean child proof.

Queensland Poisons Infor-
mation Centre takes about 40
calls a day relating to children
under five years of age.

And the Queensland Injury
Surveillance Unit, which col-
lects data from hospitals cover-
ing a quarter of the population,
has reported that between 1998
and 2004, more than 1800
children under five required
emergency treatment for non-
medicinal poisoning.

One in four had consumed
household cleaners, including
dishwashing detergent.

Dr Barker has called on
manufacturers to develop better
child-protective packaging and
quality control.

She said parents should also
reduce poisons in the home,
keep them out of children’s
reach and make sure they put
caps back on bottles properly.

‘‘In many instances, the cap
requires an additional twist for
the child-resistant mechanism
to be activated,’’ Dr Barker said.

Harrison, who was also born
with a cleft lip and palate, will
start Prep in February. In many
ways, he’s very much a normal
four-year-old boy.

‘‘He runs around and pinches
his sisters, sits on the cat and all
of those things,’’ said Ms Clark,
who has four other children.

But his feeding difficulties
will be ongoing. He has to drink
out of a bottle with a teat, like a
newborn, and can only swallow
a few bites of food at a time —
all the result of a teaspoon of
dishwashing powder.

Atomic eye brings bionic parts closer
BIONIC body parts and new
pharmaceuticals may be easier to
develop with the launch of a new
Australian device that can see what
is happening at the atomic level.
The Inphaze impedance spec-

trometer, which is the size of a
shoebox, uses electricity to detect
the structure of samples at the
nanometre scale, and could replace
larger measuring devices that cost
hundreds of millions of dollars.
Speaking at the launch of Inphaze,

University of Sydney Biophysics and
Bioengineering director Hans Coster

said the spectrometer was unique
because it provided a level of
resolution not previously obtained
by impedance spectrometers.
‘‘With this instrument we can

picture things with electrical cur-
rents that we cannot see otherwise.
We have been able to resolve
structures down to atomic dimen-
sions, down to seeing the addition of
a single carbon atom,’’ he said.
Professor Coster said the spec-

trometer would help the emerging
science of nanotechnology.
‘‘Nanotechnology is now a big

thing. These layers are very thin . . .
and to study their structure, and how
they change when you add things to
it, are fundamental to understanding
these devices. To see these structures
you need very precise measure-
ments,’’ Professor Coster said.

‘‘Another hot area is the creation
of hybrid materials which are half
semi-conductors and half biochemi-
cal, spawning the next generation of
bionic devices that can be implanted
in the body to detect various diseases
and toxins.’’

Darren Osborne

Need a better finance option?
We can help you

Using major banks and lenders, SMC Finance can source the right finance option at the 
right price, at no obligation to you. With over 20 years of finance experience, if you need a home 

or personal loan, business or equity finance, let us help you take control of your future.

Call Darren on 1300 30 90 40 - 24 hours or email info@smcfinance.com.au
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WATCH VOTE AND 

WIN A NEW LANCER!

lancersupershortseries.com.au

Go to the Lancer Supershort Series website 
and vote for your favorite short fi lm.

    Your Tri Nature Distributor:

MAKES DISHWASHING POWDER
DISASTERS A THING OF THE PAST!

Article from: The Courier Mail - Wednesday, November 28, 2007

TRI NATURE’S CITRUS DISHWASHING POWDER CONTAINS 
NONE OF THE HARSH CHLORINES OR CAUSTIC ALKALIES

that cause injuries such as those experienced by Harrison Clarke.
Amazingly, it also delivers excellent performance and value for money!  

Try it for yourself:
Ask your distributor for a sample as well as information

on the other child and eco safe products available through Tri Nature  and help us 
make every home in Australia dishwashing powder disaster free! 


